RCGP North and West London Faculty Presents:

THE PRIMARY CARE AWARDS 2020

A BRIGHTER FUTURE FOR HEALTHCARE.

Celebrating all the amazing work and people that make Primary Care so special in your area.

Nomination form
**General Practitioner 2020**

This award is for the most outstanding contribution to Primary Care service provision or development by a General Practitioner in the preceding year.

Submissions should include reference to one or more of the following criteria:

**Passion**
Someone who has worked diligently and passionately providing high quality clinical care for their local population

**Quality of care**
Someone who has provided high quality clinical care in their area of work e.g. Urgent care centre / sessional / portfolio work.

**Clinical Excellence**
Someone who has demonstrated excellence in their specialist area of General Practice whether it is research / teaching / clinical director work.

**Campaign/projects**
Someone who has demonstrated excellence in a particular project or campaign.

**Making a difference**
How has this GP made a difference by supporting colleagues and/or patients?

---

**Receptionist Award 2020**

This award is for the most outstanding contribution to Primary Care service provision or development by a Practice Nurse in the preceding year.

Submissions should include reference to one or more of the following criteria:

**Team Work**
Show examples of excellent team working from their work in the practice by going above and beyond expectations for their patient(s)

**Innovation**
Has the receptionist/administrator contributed to innovation in the practice to improve patient journey/experiences? Please show clear examples of change and how this was measured with the practice team and patients.

**Outstanding**
What qualities makes this receptionist/administrator stand out from all others in their profession? How do they impact the patient population and why do they stand out?

**Resilience**
What challenges if any has the receptionist faced? How did they overcome this? Can you share information about how they have been resilient? *(strength in overcoming the challenges of working in primary care)*

**Special qualities**

---

**Practice Nurse Award 2020**

This award is for the most outstanding contribution to Primary Care service provision or development by a Practice Nurse in the preceding year. This award recognises the invaluable contribution that Nurses make to be the supportive and instrumental colleagues and patient advocates they are.

Submissions should include reference to one or more of the following criteria:

**Intervention**
Patient recommendation of a Practice Nursing intervention which has made a significant difference to their health e.g. contribution to the wellbeing and care of conditions – try and use an example.

**Improvement**
Demonstrable improvement in health of community, where the impact is greater than the individual. How did they apply this? How are they demonstrated improvement in their role and contribution to quality improvement in patient care i.e. digital platforms

**Engagement**
How they exceed the boundaries of engaging patients and show changes in primary care they have developed through communication/intervention.

**Team player**
Excels in team working and showing aspects of clinical leadership which, resonate to the rest of the team. They support and develop others around them, with examples of extraordinary commitment. Give examples of qualities and how they demonstrate this

**Involvement**
Show how they improve learning using evidence and academia by sharing expertise and knowledge and encouraging change through use of improvement methodology e.g. quality improvement. This Nurse colleague will be expected to have exceeded expectations of working in primary care and contribution to patient experiences. They will have achievements to show outstanding promotion of healthcare and improved outcomes.

---

**Health Care Assistant 2020**

This award is for the most outstanding contribution to Primary Care service provision or development by a Health Care Assistant in the preceding year.

Submissions should include reference to one or more of the following criteria:

**Contribution**
Demonstrate HCA contribution to service or innovation being described for which they are being nominated

**Patient centred**
Demonstrate the benefits the person has had for patients, clients, families and colleagues

**Evaluation**
Through service evaluation, patient involvement and / or other means, demonstrate the positive impact this nominee has had

**Commitment**
Show examples of commitment to and passion for the profession, going the “extra mile” demonstrating a “can do” positive attitude

**Exceptional**
What makes them stand out from others?

The Awards process is overseen by a panel of judges made up of members of the RCGP North and West London Faculty Board and special guests.

Please return to; NWL Faculty, RCGP, 30 Euston Square, London NW1 2FB
Nomination Form

Which category are you nominating for? (which Award) * ________________________________

Person/Organisation being nominated (who is it for?) * ________________________________

Surgery/Organisation Address of nomination* __________________________________________

Contact details of nomination (email or telephone): * ________________________________

Is this a self-nomination? *
   Yes
   No

PLEASE NOTE ALL SELF-NOMINATIONS REQUIRE TWO SECONders IN LINE WITH CATEGORY CRITERIA.

Your details

Name: * __________________________________________

Address: * _______________________________________

Email Address: * __________________________________

Telephone number: __________________________________

If you are self-nominating - please provide additional email addresses for one/two seconders. See guidance document.

Seconder 1 email address: __________________________________________

Seconder 2 email address: __________________________________________
GPs and Nurses only
I hereby give permission for the Faculty Award Committee to perform checks with the General Medical Council’s GP Register and locally with the Primary Care Organisation/Local Area Team’s Performer’s List for any outstanding performance issues likely to bring the College into disrepute.

ALL to complete *
I confirm that I have completed this form, agreed with the statements made and submitted the supporting information honestly and truthfully with no falsified or fabricated information as far as I know. I am responsible for the contents and confirm that it is appropriate for this information to be shared with Awards committee as required by the Faculty.

Please note: Winners will only be announced on the night, so please ensure that you and your nominee can make the 24 April 2020.

Supporting Statement

Please submit your supporting statement in line with the Award criteria. See relevant guidance document (600 to 800 words maximum) – please use a separate sheet of A4 paper if required.